We nd that the model of a black hole plus an exterior halo of quadrupoles and octopoles recently proposed by us is more chaotic than previously detected. In fact, the quadrupolar component gives rise also to a chaotic behavior, found after further numerical search. This fact reinforces even more the role of chaos in relativistic core{halo models.
We have recently proposed 1] an exact relativistic model to describe core-halo type gravitational systems. The astronomical motivation for the model was a massive black hole or a galactic nucleus at the center, surrounded by an also massive, exterior halo of dust. This halo does not need to be planar and was inspired by the classical H enon-Heiles system in the Newtonian limit of General Relativity. To this end, we retained both the quadrupolar and octopolar terms in the halo expansion. The core{halo solution was constructed in Weyl metric, where a kind of nonlinear superposition of distinct solutions is known to be possible.
We also studied in 1] the in uence of the exterior halo on the geodesic motion in the inner vacuum. We detected the occurrence of large chaotic regions due to the presence of the octopolar halo component (see Fig. 1(b) of that Reference) and an apparent preservation of integrability when only the quadrupolar halo component was taken into account (see Fig.  1(c) there) .
In this note we report the occurrence of chaos even when we have a purely quadrupolar halo. In this case, the chaotic regions are much smaller than in the octopolar case, being found after a more detailed numerical search. This is shown in Fig. 1 , which is to be compared with Fig. 1(c) of 1] . It stresses the fact that chaos is more conspicuous in our model than previously detected and hence reinforces its role in relativistic core{halo models. On the other hand, this additional numerical nding does not alter any other conclusion of 1]; in particular, the presence of both the quadrupolar and the octopolar terms are indispensable to accomplish the H enon-Heiles{like form of the halo in the Newtonian limit.
The additional nding above recalls us of a basic question: how much information is available about a system from Poincar e's sections? Although powerful to identify chaotic signatures in phase space, we know that it is a numeric tool and hence it is insu cient in any case to assure full integrability.
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